in life
Investing takes foresight and trust. It involves giving something small, with the belief that — used wisely — it will lead to something larger. Investing relies on potential.

Each of us everyday invests in something. We invest time, we invest hope, we invest money. Your investment in Heartland Alliance supports our collective investment in housing, health care, human services and human rights for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Heartland Alliance and its affiliated partners believe in the potential of each person we serve. Thank you for believing — for investing — in our work.

Thank you for investing in life.
Last year, more than 15,600 men, women and children received quality care through Heartland Health Outreach — an increase of more than 3,000 patients over the previous year.

In the last year, Heartland Health Outreach provided dental services to more than 1,600 patients who are homeless, poor or have HIV or AIDS.

Investing in respectful care

Something you probably don’t have to think about when taking medication that acts as a diuretic:

Whether or not you can take it, depending on whether you will be able to find a bathroom you can use

Place you’ve probably never had a complete physical:

In a laundry room

Or a gynecological exam:

In a closet

This laundry room at a local shelter doubles as an exam room, where Heartland Health Outreach nurses typically see up to 20 patients during each four-hour visit.
Sign-up sheets for appointments with nurses fill up quickly. Even with the full schedule, nurses take the time to provide quality, respectful health care for people who are homeless, including children.
In the last year, three Heartland Health Outreach programs merged into one that serves refugee families who experienced trauma in their home countries. The merger strengthens the treatment of whole families, allowing parents and children to be treated together. In addition, it facilitated an expansion of services, allowing the program to offer additional therapies, such as art and dance.

Hans Buwalda, a program manager, explains the therapeutic value of expressive therapies:

“For example, an Ethiopian women’s group is working with doll making. That can be therapeutic because the doll making triggers memories — both traumatic and positive.

“The activity and memories encourage the women to talk about dolls they had as children, or a skirt their mother had, or how they would never use a certain color because it reminds them of their attacker who was wearing that color.

“It can also be therapeutic because they had the art forms before they came to the U.S. The art helps them reconnect to part of what they used to be, to connect to the person they are now.

“Dance therapy is therapeutic for children who have experienced trauma because in most cultures, children are punished for acting aggressive or angry. But through dance and movement — through action, a familiar expression for children — they can be a lion or a monster and feel aggression or anger without feeling ashamed or being punished.”
FamilyCare and KidCare Expansion

Increases eligibility for health insurance coverage for low-income families in Illinois, extending coverage to approximately 65,000 more working poor parents and 20,000 more children.

Heartland Alliance involvement

Staff successfully advocated for FamilyCare’s inclusion on the legislative priority list for the Illinois Poverty Summit Steering Committee, who officially endorsed it as one of their priority pieces of anti-poverty legislation. Staff also called the Legislature and sent letters of support.

a healthy start

A new pre-natal health program at Heartland Health Outreach’s health center holds classes for pregnant women who are placed in group sessions that are organized according to their due dates. In addition to receiving health care for themselves and their unborn children, the women gain peer support from the group sessions — an invaluable component to learning healthy pregnancy tips and parenting skills.

better communication

**Total Interpreting Hours**

*(by fiscal year)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>9,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>10,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>13,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heartland Alliance staff and volunteers help people access health care and other services by providing interpreting services in more than 40 languages, including Arabic, Assyrian, Burmese, Farsi, Ga, Khmer and Twi.
On average, it takes $3,400 to shelter a family of three for two months. Most episodes of homelessness last 8 months — for an average cost of $13,600 per family. In contrast, it takes on average $850 to prevent a family from becoming homeless in the first place.

Heartland Alliance is collaborating with a number of organizations and government agencies throughout Chicago to fight homelessness. Heartland Alliance manages $1.5 million in prevention funds, which are accessed by 40 agencies citywide.

Investing in homelessness prevention makes sense. Each year, millions of dollars are spent by area nonprofits and local, state and federal programs to serve the homeless population in Chicago. That amount does not include the cost to local public services like the police and fire departments or emergency rooms serving those with limited access to health care.

Heartland Human Care Services receives more than 50 calls a day from people hoping to receive homelessness prevention funds.

Last year, 1,800 households received, on average, $850 dollars each to keep them from homelessness.
A higher paying job is crucial to exiting poverty. For people with little to no schooling, a higher paying job is not just a resume and an interview away. It takes skills building and training. In the last year, Heartland Alliance launched two innovative programs designed to get people into jobs that pay enough to lift them out of poverty.

**cooking up success**

Many refugee women from Africa come to the U.S. with little to no experience working outside the home. Heartland Alliance’s refugee culinary training allows them to turn one of the skills they already possess — cooking — into an opportunity to raise their standard of living. In addition to training in the kitchen, the refugees increase their English skills in the classroom. “Translating the skills that they already possess into a paycheck has been very empowering for the women,” says Kari Szydel Mueller, a supervisor working with the refugees.

**skills for independence**

Microsoft-certification training gives people with little to no experience with computers a shot at getting a job in an office, with opportunity for advancement. Learning to click and point, format a list or make a headline bold can be the building blocks to a better life.

Mastering these skills enables a job seeker to earn significantly more money, according to certification trainer Nichole Oh. “One woman lost her job, took the training, became certified, and landed another job doing basically the same work but for $4.50 more per hour.”
For the past four years, the Illinois Poverty Summit, coordinated by Heartland Alliance, has produced the annual Report on Illinois Poverty.

Through the report, Heartland Alliance generates media attention that helps bring poverty issues to the forefront of public discussion. The report also puts research into the hands of other anti-poverty advocates — including legislators and community leaders — who then have the information they need to work toward eliminating poverty in Illinois.

This year, a downstate anti-poverty advocate truly brought the report’s key findings to life:

“At the time the report arrived, we were planning an event in the Diocese to educate people, particularly children, about poverty. I liked all the information in the report but didn’t want to just overwhelm people with numbers.

I went back to my science fair days and came up with the idea of making a triptych using the most striking, most pertinent and most visually enticing findings from the report. Then I blew up a few key findings and turned them into sandwich boards. The kids who wore them really enjoyed themselves.”

Rob Otrembiak, Executive Director of Catholic Charities of Southern Illinois

Every year around the holidays, Heartland Alliance solicits and receives donations of thousands of toiletries to create “hygiene kits” for people who are homeless and low income. For the last three years, Heartland Alliance has been able to make an average of 1,000 of these kits, which often include such winter essentials as socks and gloves.

Last year, thanks to the generous support of businesses and community groups, Heartland Alliance programs distributed more than 1,200 kits to people who are homeless, vulnerable women and children, and people living with HIV and AIDS.
La st year, Heartland Human Care Services provided guidance to more than 3,300 youth through programs geared specifically for teens and children, as well as through family social service programs.

In the last year, Heartland Human Care Services kept more than 570 teen boys out of juvenile jails and gave them a second chance through placing them in an alternative home-like environment.

Last year, Heartland Human Care Services provided guidance to more than 3,300 youth through programs geared specifically for teens and children, as well as through family social service programs.

lasting change

**Latina Teen Pregnancy Prevention Initiative**

Creates a new teen pregnancy initiative for Latina teens that will provide education and prevention activities as well as further research on this emerging poverty issue.

**Heartland Alliance involvement**

Staff provided testimony at legislative hearings in the House and Senate on Latina teen issues.

**Pilot Jobs Program for Ex-Offenders**

Gives ex-offenders paid work experience, on-the-job mentoring and intensive social services to help them find and keep work.

**Heartland Alliance involvement**

Staff drafted the bill language, solicited sponsors, gathered advocate support and successfully pushed the bill through the General Assembly.

**Minimum Wage Act**

Raises the state minimum wage to $6.50 (for teenagers under 18, $6.00).

**Heartland Alliance involvement**

Staff provided much of the initial research that went into the creation of this bill. Staff also participated in strategy and planning sessions.
The housing photos above were taken at the former Lion Hotel, a property on Chicago’s west side that was purchased by Heartland Housing in late 2000 for redevelopment.

The property reopened this year as Los Vecinos or "The Neighbors." The dramatic renovation of this 62-unit property offers an exciting example of what affordable housing can be when an organization invests in developing quality facilities and building safe communities.
Heartland Housing has two projects in development, which will create more than 1,300 units of affordable and supportive housing. These include the rehabilitation of the former Chicago Housing Authority ABLA homes and the development of family housing, Jazz on the Boulevard, both on the south side.
Through its eight apartment buildings, Heartland Housing provides more than 500 individuals and families with a safe, affordable home every day.

On-site property managers, like Deon Roebuck below, at each of Heartland Housing’s eight apartment buildings help residents develop a sense of pride in their new homes.

lasting change

**Housing Opportunity Tax Incentive**

Amends the state tax code to provide a tax rebate to owners in low-poverty areas who rent to individuals and families with housing subsidies.

**Heartland Alliance involvement**

Staff worked with the bill’s lead advocates to meet with legislators and advocate for the bill’s passage. The bill was included on the Heartland Alliance Housing Platform distributed to legislators.

**Illinois Housing Initiative Act**

Establishes a process for creating a comprehensive housing plan for the state; encourages developers to build affordable housing by streamlining the allocation of housing dollars; and requires all municipalities to produce a local housing development plan to meet the housing needs of all income levels.

**Heartland Alliance involvement**

Staff worked with the lead advocates to meet with legislators and advocate for the bill. Staff provided testimony in support of the bill at legislative hearings. The bill was included on the Heartland Alliance Housing Platform distributed to legislators.
Human trafficking is almost where domestic violence was 10 years ago,” says Miriam Torrado, director of a new program that works with victims of human trafficking. “It’s hidden — people who have been trafficked don’t know what to do or where to go. Traffickers use control, silence and intimidation, plus there is often the language barrier — which keeps people isolated and alienated by the individual who trafficked them.

“It mirrors the domestic violence scenario. If you don’t know the language, where would you run? Who would you turn to?

“The trafficked people are told, ‘There’s no one going to help you here. They’ll deport you. We know where your family is.’”

To combat trafficking’s hidden nature, staff educate organizations and individuals who may come in contact with a trafficked individual — police, hospitals and religious organizations.
No country is immune from trafficking. A recent U.S. Government estimate indicates that approximately 800,000–900,000 people annually are trafficked across international borders worldwide and between 18,000 and 20,000 of those victims are trafficked into the United States.

new protections

Undocumented immigrant survivors of domestic violence are in a particularly vulnerable position because their abusers often use their lack of legal immigration status as a means to keep them and their children in the abusive relationship.

A new project of Heartland’s Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center provides legal remedies to immigrant survivors of domestic violence and helps connect them to social workers.

Since its inception in the fall of last year, the new project has served more than 300 individuals and their children.

Last year, staff and pro bono attorneys provided legal counsel to more than 600 people seeking asylum or other forms of protection from persecution in their home countries.

Heartland Alliance’s overall success rate of 86% for winning asylum cases is especially noteworthy, as the national approval rate is less than 30%.

inventing in

powerful allies

“Winning my first asylum case was the most gratifying victory of my legal career. Basically, we were saving this man’s life. That’s more than what is usually at stake in my practice.”

Jannis Goodnow, of Lord Bissell & Brook, was the lead pro bono attorney for a Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center asylum case. She has been practicing law for 16 years.
healing and hope

In the last year, Heartland’s Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture provided training in Alaska, Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Utah and Wisconsin. Internationally, the Kovler Center trained service providers in El Salvador, Great Britain, Guatemala, Indonesia, Ireland, Mexico and Sri Lanka.

Unfortunately, this increase in training reflects an ongoing need for torture treatment centers worldwide. In 2002, more than 280 people obtained mental health, medical and social services from the Kovler Center, an increase of 30% in a year.

securing lives and liberties

Changes in immigration enforcement and laws in the wake of September 11 continue to have a significant impact on the people Heartland Alliance serves:

• **The flow of refugees into the U.S. has slowed dramatically post-9/11.** Of the 70,000 refugees authorized to enter the U.S. last year, only 28,000 were allowed entry, despite passing multiple background checks.

  Conditions in the refugee camps where refugees are waiting are often deplorable and dangerous. Typically located close to the country from which the refugees fled, enemies frequently come into the camps and continue to kill, abduct or rape their victims. Heartland Alliance staff have been active advocates at the national level for continued refugee admissions.

• **At any given time in Chicago, some 600 immigrants are in detention, most for administrative violations that have no connection to terrorism.** They are usually kept with the general criminal population. Immigration lawyers, including those at Heartland Alliance, have little success getting information on who is detained, where and for how long they will be held. Detainees, meanwhile, have limited access to their lawyers.

  Heartland’s Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center conducts outreach and “Know Your Rights” trainings in numerous languages, including Arabic, and is collaborating with other human rights organizations to gain better access to detainees and information about them.

• **The situation for immigrants, in general, became considerably more difficult post-9/11.** Many of the human rights issues relevant to immigration from Mexico and Central America with which Heartland Alliance’s international program was working were taken off the table. In response, the program intensified its training of immigrant community groups throughout the Americas to be their own best advocates at the national and international level.
Thank you for investing in life.

**Investor profile**

Sid Mohn  
*Heartland Alliance*  
*President*  
*Investor since 1981*

Ways in which you invest in Heartland Alliance:
I invest financially. I reach out to family, friends and neighbors to solicit contributions as well as donations of goods and services. I also see Heartland Alliance as a vocational focus — a cause to which I’m committing my life.

What investing means to you:
Investing to me means believing and hoping in something and contributing to make that hope a reality.

Why you invest in Heartland Alliance:
I invest because I see it as a leadership effort to make the world a better place for the most poor and vulnerable people. I consider Heartland Alliance to be a premier organization that is accountable, is always striving for quality and cares about those who are most uncared for — and that’s a rare combination. Heartland Alliance is a light in a dark world.

**Investor profile**

Frank Quinn  
*Heartland Alliance*  
*Board Chair*  
*Investor since 1985*

Ways in which you invest in Heartland Alliance:
I invest time, money, leadership. Heartland Alliance is a part of me after this many years. I do whatever needs to be done — a lot is telling the story of Heartland Alliance. That’s just as important as asking for money. I was involved in the formation of the Junior Board, and I invest time in recruiting new Board members to contribute to the growth of the organization.

What investing means to you:
I invest for a living. That’s my job. Investing is making the effort of time, money, resources to achieve a future outcome. It’s not instant gratification. It’s about achieving a long-term result.

Why you invest in Heartland Alliance:
I’ve been very lucky in my life and I think it’s important to give back. The reason that I give to Heartland Alliance is I see how professionally run it is. It’s a great organization with a great reputation, one that makes change in our community and in the world.

I’ve also made a lot of great friends here. It isn’t work for me — it’s very fun and very rewarding.
Heartland Alliance’s services would not be possible without the thousands of supporters who invest their time and resources. Thank you for all that you contribute.

Donors listed in this report made contributions between July 1, 2002 and June 30, 2003. Due to space limitations we cannot list donations of $1–99, but we sincerely appreciate all contributions. If you have any questions, please call Mary Barton, Director of Development, at 312-660-1319.

$100,000+

Anonymous*
Supports physical improvements at a first-of-its-kind residential program for people who are homeless and have untreated addictions and mental health disorders.

The Atlantic Philanthropies (USA) Inc.
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

The Chicago Community Trust
Supports the Illinois Poverty Summit and an emergency homelessness prevention fund for families facing evictions.

Chicago Tribune Charities, a fund of the Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation
Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth, a training program for staff at service providers, a policy study of poverty in the metropolitan region, the development of a homelessness prevention database and an emergency homelessness prevention fund for families facing evictions.

The Ford Foundation
Supports regional networking and dialogue on migration and sustainable development issues in North and Central America.

Grant Healthcare Foundation
Supports a health center in a Chicago public high school with low-income students and a first-of-its-kind residential program for people who are homeless and have untreated addictions and mental health disorders.

William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Supports affordable housing programs.

The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center, affordable housing programs, the Illinois Poverty Summit, and regional networking and dialogue on migration and sustainable development issues in North and Central America.

The Rockefeller Foundation
Supports policy analysis and networking on the intersection of trade, environment and migration issues in Mexico and Central America.

Jeanne and Joseph Sullivan
Supports the Jeanne and Joseph Sullivan Midwest Program for Refugee, Asylee and Human Rights and, via the Board Gifts Campaign, the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

Women’s Board of Heartland Alliance
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable women and children.

$50,000–49,999

Bank One, NA*
Supports an employment training program, the Women’s Board Celebration Ball and the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

The Baxter International Foundation
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Keiser*
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people, and a job training program.

Lawyers Trust Fund of Illinois
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

Ravenswood Health Care Foundation
Supports art therapy for immigrant and refugee children who have survived civil unrest in their homelands.

Sara Lee Foundation
The Sara Lee Foundation is the lead corporate sponsor of Heartland Alliance’s affordable housing programs.

VNA Foundation
Supports a neo-natal care program.

Woods Fund of Chicago
Supports the Illinois Poverty Summit.

$25,000–49,999

Helen Brach Foundation
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Chicago Bar Foundation
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

Diane and Rod Dammeyer*
Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

Equal Justice Works
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center through matching donations by Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw and the Chicago Bar Foundation.

Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Supports a first-of-its-kind residential program for people who are homeless and have untreated addictions and mental health disorders.

Junior Board of Heartland Alliance
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Kraft Employee Fund
Supports domestic violence counseling for children.

Jeanne and Desmond R. LaPlace
Supports technology upgrades at the community health center.

Polk Bros. Foundation
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Prince Charitable Trusts
Supports HIV prevention programs at Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth and supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

Robert & Patricia Moore Foundation
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

LaSalle Bank
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people, the Women’s Board Celebration Ball, the West Suburban Board, the Waltz concert benefiting Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth and the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

Levi Strauss & Co.
Supports HIV prevention programs at Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth and supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP
Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

The Retirement Research Foundation
Supports dental care for senior citizens.

West Suburban Board of Heartland Alliance
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable women and children.

*Social Investment Fund

Through this fund, Heartland Alliance will be able to provide improvements to our facilities and create a revolving pool of venture capital and pre-development funds enabling us to meet new needs and take advantage of emerging opportunities. Herein noted with an asterisk (*), sincerest thanks to the many who have contributed to the fund.
Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**Baker & McKenzie**

Supports the Women’s Board Celebration Ball and the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**Abbott Laboratories**

Supports the Women’s Board Celebration Ball.

**Anonymous**

$5,000–9,999

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants.

**The Whitney Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants and have untreated addictions and mental health disorders.

**Gill Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants.

**Lynne and Lee Hillman**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

**Marjorie Kovler Fund**

Supports the Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture.

**LR Development Company LLC**

Supports renovation of the Sutherland Ballroom.

**M-A-C Global Foundation**

Supports alternative therapies for people living with HIV/AIDS.

**Joseph Niciforo**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Mary and Robert Reusché**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people through the President’s Council.

**Otto L. and Hazel T. Rhoades Fund**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Sidley Austin Brown & Wood**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**WGN Radio 720 Neediest Kids Fund, a fund of the Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation**

Provides winter clothing, non-violent toys, educational materials and holiday gifts for homeless youth and refugee children.

**The Whitney Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants.

**$10,000–24,999**

**Allstate Foundation**

Supports financial education programs for homeless mothers and new immigrants and refugees.

**David and Suzanne Arch**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund’s renovation of the Sutherland Ballroom.

**Bally Total Fitness Corporation**

Supports the Women’s Board Celebration Ball and the Junior Board Golf Classic.

**Bank of America Foundation**

Supports affordable housing programs and the Women’s Board Celebration Ball.

**Chicago Foundation for Women and its Jo and Art Moore Family Fund**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s protections for victims of trafficking and an outreach program for lesbian, bisexual and transgender women who are survivors of domestic abuse.

**Chicago Sun-Times Charitable Trust**

Supports the “Tools for Schools” drive that provides books and school supplies for low-income children.

**The Comer Foundation**

Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth.

**The Nathan Cummings Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s protections for victims of trafficking.

**Field Foundation of Illinois, Inc.**

Supports a first-of-its-kind residential program for people who are homeless and have untreated addictions and mental health disorders.

**Gill Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants.

**Lynne and Lee Hillman**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

**Marjorie Kovler Fund**

Supports the Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture.

**LR Development Company LLC**

Supports renovation of the Sutherland Ballroom.

**M-A-C Global Foundation**

Supports alternative therapies for people living with HIV/AIDS.

**Joseph Niciforo**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Mary and Robert Reusché**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people through the President’s Council.

**Otto L. and Hazel T. Rhoades Fund**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Sidley Austin Brown & Wood**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**WGN Radio 720 Neediest Kids Fund, a fund of the Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation**

Provides winter clothing, non-violent toys, educational materials and holiday gifts for homeless youth and refugee children.

**The Whitney Foundation**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center’s work with gay, lesbian, transgender and HIV-diagnosed immigrants.

**The Barker Welfare Foundation**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Jacob Best Foundation**

Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth.

**The Boeing Company**

Supports the Women’s Board Celebration Ball and the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**Alan and Deborah Braxton**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

**Bridgeview Bank Uptown**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon and lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people in Uptown.

**Cashel Foundation**

Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth and pro bono legal representation for unaccompanied immigrant and refugee children and teens.

**Chicago Area Foundation for Legal Services**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

**Carrie and T. Tolbert Chism**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people through the President’s Council and the Carrie Chism Fund.

**John F. Chlebowski and Mary Layne Ahern**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

**The CNA Foundation**

Supports an employment training program.

**Consulate General of Mexico**

Supports the Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center.

**The Crown Family**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**D & R Fund**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Design Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS**

Supports transitional housing services for people living with HIV/AIDS.

**The Estate of Mrs. Theodore Diller**

Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth.

**Gaylord & Dorothy Donnelley Foundation**

Supports Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth.

**Nancy Lynn Hiestand**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign.

**Insignia/ESG, Inc.**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Jenner & Block, LLC**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

**Katten, Muchin & Zavis**

Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon and a recognition program for volunteers.

**Meg and Peter Mason**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Arthur R. Metz Foundation**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

**Jo and Art Moore**

Supports the Board Gifts Campaign and the Social Investment Fund.

**Daniel Navilio**

Supports the Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture.

**The Northern Trust Company**

Supports affordable housing programs.

**Pediatric AIDS Chicago**

Supports HIV prevention programs at Neon Street Programs for Homeless Youth.

**PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP**

Supports the Junior Board and provides a summer intern for Heartland Alliance’s Finance Department.

**Alice and Mark Priebe**

Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people through the Junior Board Golf Classic.
Relations Foundation
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Daniel F. and Ada L. Rice Foundation
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

Seyfarth Shaw
Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

Sonenschein Nath & Rosenthal
Supports the Midwest Light of Human Rights Awards Reception and Luncheon.

TCF National Bank Illinois
Supports pro bono legal representation for unaccompanied immigrant and refugee children and youth.

Thomas Thorne-Thomsen
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people through the President's Council.

The TIX Foundation, Inc.
Supports transitional housing for single-mother families.

Constance Tresch*
Supports the Social Investment Fund’s renovation of the Sutherland Ballroom in memory of Donald Tresch.

Mike Lenehan and Mary Williams
Supports lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable people.

The Willow Springs Foundation
Supports comprehensive housing services for the most poor and vulnerable people.

$2,500–4,999

Abbey Woods Foundation
American Immigration Lawyers Association
Aon Foundation
Mereke E. Carrizosa
The Center for Victims of Torture
Liz Sode Cesarz*
Chicago Temple Fund
Mary Chlebowski
Clausen Miller, PC
Mary and Michael J. Barton, Jr.*
Continental Air Transport Co., Inc.
Elizabeth and Thomas Dammeyer
Sally and Mark Dancer
Eimer Stahl Klevorn & Solberg
Law Offices of Susan Fortino-Brown
Philip M. Friedmann
Scott and Nancy Goodman and Craig and Michal Golden
Grippo & Elden
Dana and John Hagenah
John and Meg Hesselmann
Eileen Kamerick
Nancy and Jack Katz
Latham & Watkins
Lord, Bissell & Brook
Elise and Ron Magers
Susan and Philip Marineau
John C. McCarthy*
McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Jennifer Miller and Bruce McPhee
Sid L. Mohn*
National City Bank
Leah and Herbert Olsson
Peck, Bloom, Austracio & Mitchell, LLC
Public Interest Law Initiative
David and Peggy Radelet
Caren L. (Jeff) Reed
Luther I. Replogle Foundation
Rothman Family Foundation
Sachnoff & Weaver, Ltd.
Schiff, Hardin & Waite
Carol and Richard Shoop
Patricia E. and Gregory D. Skirving
Softball Fiasco/Fiasco Productions
Steve Foley Cadillac, Inc.
Mark and Terri Sullivan
Randy L. Thompson
University of Notre Dame Law School
Philip R. and Becki E. Utigard
Martha Van Haitsma and Gustavo Bamberger
Wildman Harrold Allen & Dixon
William Blair & Company Foundation
The Willow Foundation
David J. Wilshire
Windy City Wire, Inc.
Winston & Strawn
Susan and Paul Zucker*
Zulkie Partners LLC

$1,000–2,499

Anonymous (2)
Allstate Insurance Company
John and Betsy Andersen
Robert C. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Steven R. Andrews
Joseph Antolin
Mary and Michael J. Barton, Jr.*
Baxter International Inc.
Francis Beidler Foundation
Clark and Holly Bell*
Marlene and Tom Benzimiller*
Berlin Family Fund
Elizabeth and Greg Blaine
Dan Boho – Hinshaw & Culbertson
Barbara and Powell Bridges
Pamela and Terrence Brown
Thomas L. and Cairy S. Brown
Butler, Rubin, Saltarelli & Boyd
Martha and Richard Byrne
Center for Survivors of Torture and War Trauma
Clarity Communication Systems, Inc.
Cleveland Health Systems on behalf of Clark Bell
Ruth A. Colby
Competition Law Group LLC
Corporation for Supportive Housing
Wendy and Jim Cox
Pamela Daniels
Jacki Gelb Davidoff and John Davidoff
Rodrigo del Canto*
Natalia Delgado
Celi Esquivel
James G. Essex
Paul R. Fairchild*
Faith United Protestant Church
J.F. Frawley and Family
Cynthia Fonczak
FTI Financial Consulting
Gardner, Carton & Douglas LLC
Andrew Geer
Gessler, Hughes & Socal, Ltd.
Barbara E. Giloth
Glenview Community Church
Nicholas, Marjorie, Joanna and Caroline Goodban
Izabelle J. Gorczynski
Robert P. Griffiths
Christopher and Susan Gust Foundation
The Herbert and Gertrude Halverstadt Foundation
Sandra R. Hamilton
Sharon and Don Harris
Tom Hartman
Lisa M. Hausfild* 

$1,000–2,499

Anonymous (2)
Allstate Insurance Company
John and Betsy Andersen
Robert C. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Steven R. Andrews
Joseph Antolin
Mary and Michael J. Barton, Jr.*
Baxter International Inc.
Francis Beidler Foundation
Clark and Holly Bell*
Marlene and Tom Benzimiller*
Berlin Family Fund
Elizabeth and Greg Blaine
Dan Boho – Hinshaw & Culbertson
Barbara and Powell Bridges
Pamela and Terrence Brown
Thomas L. and Cairy S. Brown
Butler, Rubin, Saltarelli & Boyd
Martha and Richard Byrne
Center for Survivors of Torture and War Trauma
Clarity Communication Systems, Inc.
Cleveland Health Systems on behalf of Clark Bell
Ruth A. Colby
Competition Law Group LLC
Corporation for Supportive Housing
Wendy and Jim Cox
Pamela Daniels
Jacki Gelb Davidoff and John Davidoff
Rodrigo del Canto*
Natalia Delgado
Celi Esquivel
James G. Essex
Paul R. Fairchild*
Faith United Protestant Church
J.F. Frawley and Family
Cynthia Fonczak
FTI Financial Consulting
Gardner, Carton & Douglas LLC
Andrew Geer
Gessler, Hughes & Socal, Ltd.
Barbara E. Giloth
Glenview Community Church
Nicholas, Marjorie, Joanna and Caroline Goodban
Izabelle J. Gorczynski
Robert P. Griffiths
Christopher and Susan Gust Foundation
The Herbert and Gertrude Halverstadt Foundation
Sandra R. Hamilton
Sharon and Don Harris
Tom Hartman
Lisa M. Hausfild* 

Waltz V Donors

Dean Balice
Richard Barnes
Aileen Blackwell
Kathryn and Ronald Constantine
A. Fink & Sons Co.
Maria Giangrasso and Richard Gesteland
Kathy Giffilan and Paul McGuinness
Pamela Hartnell
Lisa M. Hausfild
LaSalle Bank
Alain LeCoeque
John Loop
Laura and Gary Mauer
Jeff McClusky & Associates, Inc.
Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC
Lynne Moore
Tom Murphy
National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, Inc.
Cathlynn J.M. Nigh
Karen and Daniel Pritzker
Hugo Ruiz
Penthea J. Simmons and Nicholas Tremulis
Stages Music Hall, Inc. — Nicholas Tremulis Band
Randy L. Thompson
James Valancius
Mindie Verson

Lifton Family Foundation
Suellen and Chip Long
Claudia and Lawrence Lubin
Kathryn F. Manofsky
Camille Marsh
Maria McCormick
Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation
R. Gaynor McCown and Jonathan Miller
Eric McKissack and Cheryl Mayberry McKissack
Bozena and John McLees
Meeting Professionals International — Chicago Area Chapter
Mid-America Sports
Natasha Miller
Minsky, McCormick & Hallagan
Michael and Maureen Moore
Lourdes Moore and John Moore Foundation
Robert and Marilyn Moore
investors (continued)

$250–499
Anonymous
Auroom, Inc. — Lamb Financial Corporation
Raul Almazar and John Balocki
Applegate & Thorne-Thomsen PC
The Aspegren Charitable Foundation
Janet Ayers
Edgar Bachrach*
Bonnier and Todd Ballard
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn
Beré Foundation, Inc.
Diana Bounds
Kevin Boyle
Elizabeth and Kevin Buzard
Calgor/Scientific Supply
George Campbell
Catherine and Jeff Cappel
Charles P. Carey
Laura and Dennis Carta
William Chambers
Linus Chan
Chicago Health Consortium
Lynda and Michael Choros
Community Bank Mortgage, LLC
The Congregational Church of Park Manor
Joan Coogan
James Cook
CRAIN Communications Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Jose M. de Lasa
Shawn-Laree de St. Aubin
Angela Diaz and Nike Moursikes
Vivian and John Diserio
Yvonne and William H. Dunbar, Jr.
Michelle Dycus
David Evaskus
Mary Lynn Everson
Mary Fabri
James Farrell
Sunny and Paul Fischer
Sarah Frudden and Jeffrey Bergman
Cora Galgano
Louise and James Glasser
William D. Glenn and Prescott W. Halfler
David Goldberg
Harry Goldin
Judith and Philip Goldstein
Henrietta and Dennis Gomez
William Gorman
Charles Hagel
Renee and Jeff Hall
Susan Hamilton
Talley and Robert Hann
Richard Hanus
Joseph Hartman
Anna Hausmann
Shirley and Len Hollenbeck
Mary Howard
Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence
Ann and Jerry Jaeger
Kitty Jarrett
Ricardo Jonas
Kartenquin Films Ltd.
Beverly Klein
Virginia Koch
Ray J. Koenig III
Scott Leff
Maurice Lemon
Betsy Leonard
Barbara G. and Steven E. Lippai
Emily Love
Sarah Ludden and Nancy Lanoue
Rosita Lopez Marcado
Beatrice Mayer
Lisa Maylee
Anne and Patrick McAskin
Debbie and Mark McCann
Kelly and Patrick McNerney
Larry Murphy (deceased)
Laura and Thomas Murray
Carolyn and Kenneth Nopar
Sue Ofner
Marcia and Jerry Osher
Cheri Ovca
Robert Passineau
Pattishall, McAuliffe, Newbury, Hilliard & Geraldson
Damon Pavlatos
Law Offices of Alan D. Pearlman, LLC
Arlene Perry
PMS Partners, Inc.
Thomas Polachek
Edward Powers, Jr.
Allen and Lynett Putterman
Valerie Davis Raskin
Muni and Jack Reynoldson
Jacqueline Robinson
Elizabeth and Gray Rothkopf
Harry Ruiz
Jennifer Salvatore

$500–999
Anonymous
Geri and James Ahlberg*
Akzo Nobel, Inc.
Gary Bannon
Robert and Harold S. Barron
James Bennett and Terry Vandenhoeck
Blistex, Inc.
John Brown
Donna and Jim Cairns
James Cmunt
Jeffrey Davis
John and Nancy Dore
Melanie and Bob Douglas
Barbara Fedor and Yale Zaideman
Terry Yale Feiertag
Sarah and Fred Flosi
Cathy Foley*
Daphne Glanton
Kathy and Mark Gleason
Goldberg, Kohn, Bell, Black, Rosenberg & Moritz, Ltd.
Suzanne and Peter Gombrich
Judith Gretz
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher K. Hahnmeyer
P.J. Heidbrink
Hector Hernandez
Hinsdale Bank & Trust Company
Scott Hughes
IMC Global, Inc.
Carl A. Jenkins
John Justic
Kathy Kayne
Margaret and Dan Kimberly
Susan and Joseph Koehler
Jeffrey Kranz
Sheila and Mike Kurzma
Mark Laudadio
Susan and Peter Lucina
Man Group USA, Inc.
Mark Marshall
Mary Ann Martorina
Doris McMorow
Cecilia Morales
National Equity Fund, Inc.
James Neaylon, Jr.
Elizabeth and Richard Neff
Tamara Nelson and Greg Cmunt
Jon Newman
Carthynn J.M. Nigh
Theresa and Steve Owens
Kerri and Edward Palmer
Lou Panos
Clayton Passero
Bruce Pfaff
Denis Pierce
Zan and Dave Ransburg*
Randall S. Rapp and Susan M. McCown
Cathy and Ken Reich
The Reiner Family
Margaret E. Rice and James A. Mosch
Diane Richards
Jill and Ron Rohde
Robert A. Roth
Lawrence S. Schaner
Jo Ellen and Dean Schultz
Marian H. and Edward T. Schultz
Steven Schwartz
Joan Schwinger
Mr. and Mrs. H. David Selbst
Sherry G. Siegel
David Simon
David and Kristin Sliwicki
Anthony Spahr
Michael Tapia
Target Group, Inc.*
Everett S. Ward
Wellington Avenue United Church of Christ
Judith Whinfrey
Charles Wolf
Virginia Wolff
Andrea L. Zopp

$500–999
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Gary Bannon
Robert and Harold S. Barron
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Donna and Jim Cairns
James Cmunt
Jeffrey Davis
John and Nancy Dore
Melanie and Bob Douglas
Barbara Fedor and Yale Zaideman
Terry Yale Feiertag
Sarah and Fred Flosi
Cathy Foley*
Daphne Glanton
Kathy and Mark Gleason
Goldberg, Kohn, Bell, Black, Rosenberg & Moritz, Ltd.
Suzanne and Peter Gombrich
Judith Gretz
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher K. Hahnmeyer
P.J. Heidbrink
Hector Hernandez
Hinsdale Bank & Trust Company
Scott Hughes
IMC Global, Inc.
Carl A. Jenkins
John Justic
Kathy Kayne
Margaret and Dan Kimberly
Susan and Joseph Koehler
Jeffrey Kranz
Sheila and Mike Kurzma
Mark Laudadio
Susan and Peter Lucina
Man Group USA, Inc.
Mark Marshall
Mary Ann Martorina
Doris McMorow
Cecilia Morales
National Equity Fund, Inc.
James Neaylon, Jr.
Elizabeth and Richard Neff
Tamara Nelson and Greg Cmunt
Jon Newman
Carthynn J.M. Nigh
Theresa and Steve Owens
Kerri and Edward Palmer
Lou Panos
Clayton Passero
Bruce Pfaff
Denis Pierce
Zan and Dave Ransburg*
Randall S. Rapp and Susan M. McCown
Cathy and Ken Reich
The Reiner Family
Margaret E. Rice and James A. Mosch
Diane Richards
Jill and Ron Rohde
Robert A. Roth
Lawrence S. Schaner
Jo Ellen and Dean Schultz
Marian H. and Edward T. Schultz
Steven Schwartz
Joan Schwinger
Mr. and Mrs. H. David Selbst
Sherry G. Siegel
David Simon
David and Kristin Sliwicki
Anthony Spahr
Michael Tapia
Target Group, Inc.*
Everett S. Ward
Wellington Avenue United Church of Christ
Judith Whinfrey
Charles Wolf
Virginia Wolff
Andrea L. Zopp

22  HEARTLAND ALLIANCE
As part of Sara Lee Corporation’s mission to feed, clothes, and care for consumers and their families, the Sara Lee Foundation places a priority on support for organizations that address basic human needs. We have funded Heartland Alliance, one of Chicago’s most effective human services organizations, for more than a decade. A recognized leader, Heartland Alliance has the expertise to do the work well, and the heart to do it right.

Robin S. Tryloff
President and Executive Director, Sara Lee Foundation

Pamela Hanebutt
Maureen Hanlon
Marcia and David Harmon
Harris Bank Foundation
Kristine Healy
Georgina E. Heard
Ethel Henderson
Thomas Herrala
Mary Jo and Stephen Herseth
Michael G. Heyman
Highland Management Associates, Inc.
Marcia Hogan
Mary and Mark Hoppe
James Horton
Amy Hoyd
Immaculate Conception Church
Jeanette and Hugh Ingrasci
Chris Inserra and Craig Mousin
Iron Financial Management, Inc.
Barbara Ivery
Kirsten Jacobson
Loren Jahn
Teri and Robert Jambor
Heidi and Neil Jenkins
Douglas Johnston, Jr.
Jordan & Schmidt, LLC
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Kristine Kallimani
Joanne Kaimutz
Marcia Katz
Jackie and Jerry Kendall
David Kennedy
Morris Kessler
Philip Kier
Patricia Kilduff
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Joseph King
William J. Koll
Alex Kotlowitz
Kimberly Krasevac-Szekely
Miriam Krasno and John Hopp
Charlene and Clifton Lake
Mary and Dick Landis
Martha and George Lannert
LaSalle Process Servers LP
Elizabeth and Scott Lassar
Norma and David Lauder
Suzanne LeBold
Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises
Steven Lewis
Juju Lien
Lynn and Howard Lipke
Kathleen Loftus
Gail J. and Robert B. Loveman
Rodney Lubenzik
Brad Luecke
Christopher Lueking
William Luking
Charlene and Vince Lynch
Kate and Grant Lynn
Corinne Lyon
James Lyons
Jenny Mack
Mr. and Mrs. David O. Mackenzie — MacFund
Francis Maina
Linda and Michael Malouf
Debra and Martin Marcus
Alison Martin
Martin Oil Marketing, Ltd
Elaine Martinez
Irene Martinez
Theresa Matthews
Bob Mayo
McCarthy & Associates
Mary Meg McCarthy
Mary Huffman McCormick and William McCormick
John McEnroe
Michael McGuire
McTier Supply Company
Meg and Noell Michaels
Camille Miller
Becky and Wilbur Mills
Cynthia Mills
Linda and Judson Miner
Richard Morrow
Monica Murarka
Margaret and Alexander Muster
Susan Nadis
Mary and Robert Naftzger
Louise and Thomas Nathan
James Neafsey
Louise E. and Edward I. Neafsey
Maura and John Neafsey
Dana and Ken Nelson
Thanh Son Thi Nguyen
Trong Nguyen
Ingrid Nielsen
Margaret Noak
Molly Nocerino
Jeffrey Noren
Marjorie and J. Michael Norris
North Fremont Condo Association
Samira Notolli
Rita M. Novak
P. Marie O’Brien
Luke O’Donnell
Barbara and Matthew O’Hara
Dave Okey
Kate O’Malley
Richard F. O’Malley, Jr.
Gloria Onischuk
Kathleen Osberger
Linda and Anthony Packard
Dawn Palarino
Peak Properties
Phyllis and Edgar Pearsa
Dixie Lee Peterson
Sharon and David Phillips
Sylvester Pitts
Stephen Pokorny
Terry Pollard
Linda Pollay
Helen Poot and Michael Mattson
Lori Prokes
Katherine Puffer
Barbara Putta and Ken Mulanski
Michael Quaid
Ann and Harry Quinn
Kathryn Quinn
James Rabelhofer
Marijke and Nambury Raju
Fred Rebitzer
Anne Reusch and David Marzah
Eleanor and William Revelle
Lorraine Richter
James D. Riddell
Amapia Rioja and Martin Castro
Jacqueline Rivet-River
Diane and David Rogers
Patty Rooney
Kenneth Rosenbach
Ann M. Rothschild
Jane W. and Anthony E. Rothschild
Judith and Carl Royal
Susan and Jeffrey Rubenstein
David Ruda
Jean Rudd
Jesse Ruiz
Hector Sabelli
J. Scott Sack
Amina Saeed
Diane Sakai-Furuta and Michael Furuta
Geoffrey Scheitlin
John Schroeder
Maryann Schultz
Charles P. and Lavinia S. Schwartz Foundation
Jerome Seaman
R.J. Seeberg
Diana Rich Segal
Doris Semler
Ikpobani Senewo
Shalom Ministries
David Shayne
Jane and Timothy Shroyer
Becky and Paul Sigfusson
Nanette Silva
Bernece and Marvin Simon
Susan and Michael Sinelli
Sinsinawa Dominicans
Woon-Wah Siu
Christopher Smith
Thurman Smith, Jr.
Paul Snow
Laurel Soler
Maile H. Solis and Rafal M. Szukala
Elizabeth G. and Hugo F. Sonnenschein
Laurence E. Spang
Mary Stafford
Valerie and Stephen Stanczak
James Stanzhaus
Janet Steidl and Glen Madeja
Joel Stein
Grundy Steiner
The Steinfeld Foundation
Edward Stellon
Elaine and Wally Stenhouse*
Chunmi and Peter Stern
Dwight A. Stewart
Forrest and Arthur Sturm
Suburban Bank & Trust Co. — Josephine Corso
Lawrence Suffredin, Jr.
Rita Sussman
Jean and Scott Sykora
Barbara Szwed
Maureen and Chase Tattersall
Wanda and Mike Thorne
Frank Thorp
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Tippett
Catherine and Richard Tobin
Dorotha and Michael Tobin
Mary Tornabene
Susan Trudeau
United Methodist Women
Milona Van Kanegan
Jeanne and Fred Van Strydonck
Arturo Vasquez
Kimberly Vertolli-Kirk
The Vietnamese Association of Illinois
John Vranicar
Esperanza Walczak
The Richard Wallach Family Warehouse Direct
Mary (Chia) Waters
Cynthia Watson
Barbara Weiner
Shawn Wenzel
Ellen Wheeler
Robert White
Helen Wilson
Mark Winkel
Mark Wojcik and David Austin
Ann and Arnold Wolff
Arthur Wood
Gary and Leslie Wood
Judith and John Wray
Edwin Yohnka

Matching Gift Donors
Allstate Insurance Company
Bank of America, NA
CNA Foundation
Harris Bank Foundation
J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Tribune Foundation

Fiscal Agent
Heartland Alliance occasionally serves as the fiscal agent for coalitions and small organizations. The donations underwrite services provided by these groups, not Heartland Alliance. We are pleased to facilitate these important programs, but the grants are not referenced in these donor pages.
Chicago Blackhawks
Chicago Bulls
Chicago Center for Psychophysical Healing
Chicago Children’s Museum
Chicago Chop House
Chicago Film Office
Chicago Firehouse Restaurant
Chicago From The Lake
Chicago Marriott Downtown
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Chicago White Sox
Chicago Wicker
James Clavey
Club Lucky
Heather Concklin
Anne Connelly
Ellen and Tim Cote
Council of Catholic Women
Court Theatre
Sarah Crewe and Patrick O’Connor
Croton on Wells
Darren Crow
David Curran
Beth and Tom Dammeyer
Heather Davis
Christine Decyk and John Lebetski
Delta Airlines
Des Plaines Ladies of the Elks
The Dial Corporation
Dixie Kitchen & Bait Shop
Melanie and Bob Douglas
The Drake Hotel
DuPage Children’s Museum
East Bank Club
Edgebrook Massage Therapy
El Jardín
Eris English and D. Edward Davis
John English
Erie Café
ESPN Radio 1000
Essex Inn
Agathe Exume
Face & Facial Co. Ltd.
Paul R. Fairchild
FAQ Schwarz
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
Fred Fields
Jim Fields
Eileen Fisher
Cathy Foley
Forfeit Properties, LLC
Chris Frailey
Francesca’s Amici
Francesca’s on Taylor
Frank Lloyd Wright Preservation Trust
Rosemary Frenza
Pullers Car Wash
Elizabeth and John Gable
Cora Galgano
Galyan’s Trading Company
GATX Corporation
Ghirardelli Chocolate Shop and Fountain
Barbara E. Gith
Goose Island Brewpub
Colette Gordon
Gorgeous Hair and Body
Eric Gorman
Grand Victoria Casino
Harrah’s East Chicago
Georgia Harrison
Harry Caray’s
Lisa M. Haufschild
Neal Hausmann
Tricia Heinlen
Marilyn Henry
Hinsdale Watch Shop
Edmund Ho
Home Depot
Hotel Allegro
House of Rattan
Houston’s
Praun Hutchins and Jan Kendrick
Irmo Properties & Management
Isabella Fine Lingerie
Ivy Hall Elementary School
Iwan Ries Tobacco
Jam Productions, Ltd.
Jerry Jayne
Jewel-Osco
Joffrey Ballet of Chicago
Joyce Johnson
Junior Board of Heartland Alliance
Diane Juogisnicnp
Kamehachi
Adam Kamm
Kelly and David Karras
Colleen Killian
Mary and Sidney Kleinman
Lisa Kieppel
Ann and Ken Kohout
Kramer Foods
Kathy and Joe Kusper
La Belle Catering
La Creperie
Nancy and Matthew Lahman
Lane Jewelers
Lane School PTO
LaSalle Bank
Lawry’s
Mina Lee
Phuong Lee
Diane and Phil LeFebvre
Les Nomades
Edina Lessack
Lexi’s
Lincoln Park Athletic Club
The Local Shack
Loyola School of Nursing
Mo Lymanh
Kimberlee Macey
Amy and Gary Mack
Jenny Mack
Maison Restaurant
Mandy B’s
Marquette Partners, LP
Marshall Associates
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Amy Masters
Mary and Walter Maupay
Velma and Paul Maxwell
John C. McCarthy
McCormick & Schmick’s
Maronica Mcaurin-Engel
Meeting Professionals International — Chicago Area Chapter
Cindy Memark
Meg Michaels
Anne Millard and Mike Ruszkowski
Camille and Curtis Miller
Mitchell Milner
Kari Szydel Mueller and Scott Mueller
Museum of Science & Industry
Napa Valley Grille
Natural Elements
NBC 5 Chicago, WMAQ-TV
Rosemary and William Nebel
Maria Nevell
New Image
Cathlynn J.M. Nigh
Cindy and Dan Nyolsness
The Noble Fool Theater
Northlight Theatre
Alex Novak
Maddie Owak
Anne Park
Karen Pescara
P.J. Clarke’s
Cindy Poegel
Dennis Poggioi
Lori and R.K. Potkul
Prime Group Realty Trust
Printable Promotions
Pro Bilt Junior
Quest Academy
Frank F. Quinn
Conception Ramirez
donors of goods and services (continued)

local, state and federal funders

Chicago Department of Aging
Chicago Department of Aviation
Chicago Department of Housing
Chicago Department of Human Services
Chicago Department of Public Health
Chicago Department of Public Health through the AIDS Foundation of Chicago
Chicago Housing Authority
Chicago Housing Authority Corporation
Circuit Court of Cook County
City of Chicago Empowerment Zone
Corporation for National Service (AmeriCorps*VISTA) through the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Illinois Bureau of Homeless Services and Supportive Housing, Division of Community Health and Prevention
Illinois Community College Board
Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority
Illinois Department of Children and Family Services
Illinois Department of Human Services
Illinois Department of Human Services, Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
Illinois Department of Human Services, Office of Mental Health
Illinois Department of Public Aid
Illinois Department of Public Health, Center for Minority Health Services
Illinois Housing Development Authority
Illinois Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
Illinois Office of Rehabilitation Services through the AIDS Foundation of Chicago
Illinois Office of the Attorney General
Illinois Office of the Secretary of State
Illinois State Board of Education
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources and Services Administration
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement through the Illinois Department of Human Services and administered through the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement through the Immigration and Refugee Services of America
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement, Unaccompanied Immigrant Children’s Program
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement with a collaborative grant to the Illinois State Board of Education and the Illinois Department of Human Services Bureau of Refugee and Immigrant Services
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance Abuse Treatment
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services through the Chicago Department of Public Health
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services through the Cook County Bureau of Health Services
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development through Illinois Housing Development Authority
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development through the Chicago Department of Human Services
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development through the CHAC (Chicago Housing Authority Corporation)
U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Victims of Crime
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Department of State through Immigration and Refugee Services of America

Jamie Ramsay
Randolph Flowers
Ann Raphael and William Dinsmor
Ravinia Festival
Regional Distribution Services
Cathy and Ken Reick
Bradley Reid
Resurrection Health Care
Joseph Riffner
Rivers Restaurant
RL Restaurant
St. Giles Catholic Church
St. Vincent de Paul Society
Salon Troupe
St. Vincent de Paul Society
Saloon Steakhouse
Sara Lee Corporation
Elizabeth Schmidt
Deirdre Schultze
Schulze and Burch Biscuit Co.
Deborah Scott
Liz Scozzafava
Marian Seaholm
Barbara Seaver
The Second City, Inc.
Linda Semenzin
The Seneca
John G. Shedd Aquarium
Siren Salon
Six Flags Great America
Smart Jewelers
Smith & Wollensky
Shelley Smith
Sharon Sodikoff
Sofitel Chicago Water Tower
Soft Sheen
Scott Solano
Sony Electronics, Inc.
Southwest Airlines
Spahs Skincare & Bodywork
Susan Stanley
Starbucks Corporation
Jennifer and Bob Steel
Paula Sullivan
Sweet William
Tabula Tua
Erin Thorne
Tiffany and Company
Tiger Den of Cub Scout Pack 153
Toni Marie’s Sweets and Savories
Topflight Service Technicians
Mary Tornabene
Trader Joe’s
Thutilai Tran
Trattoria No. 10
Sharon Tucker
Ian Tuffield
Twelve 12
Casey Lewis Varela
and George Varela
Jay Verhoff
Susan Vernon
Video Adventure
Vong’s Thai Kitchen
Jeff Vlson
Janice Walczak
Elizabeth Wallner
Everett Ward
Waveland Bowl
Waxman Candles
Barbara Weiner
Shawn Wenzel
West Suburban Board of Heartland Alliance
WGN-TV
Wild Oats Market
Will Act For Food
WINDY of Chicago Ltd.
Wishbone
Women’s Board of Heartland Alliance
Worline Studios
You Have Style!
Zoom Kitchen
Philanthropic Investors

The following help create lasting, meaningful change for the most poor and vulnerable individuals in society through below-market-rate loans.

**Chicago Community Loan Fund**
Supports development of mixed-income housing for former Chicago Housing Authority residents.

**Citigroup Center for Community Development**
Supports development of mixed-income housing for former Chicago Housing Authority residents.

**Corporation for Supportive Housing**
Supports development of mixed-income housing for formerly homeless individuals under Mayor Daley’s Supportive Housing Initiative.

**Jewish Council on Urban Affairs**
Supports development of low-income housing for formerly homeless individuals under Mayor Daley’s Supportive Housing Initiative.

**LaSalle Bank**
Supports capital costs of a culinary workforce development program for people who are recently homeless.

**Local Initiative Support Corporation**
Supports development of mixed-income housing for former Chicago Housing Authority residents.

**The PrivateBank and Trust Company**
Supports affordable and supportive housing projects by providing working capital.

Junior Board

**President**
Ray J. Koenig III

**Vice President**
Michelle Dycus

**Treasurer**
Robert Hann

**Sergeant-at-Arms/Secretary**
Marisa Cipolia

Jeremy Anton
Soo Choi
Jennifer Costello
Shoshana Derrow
Donyelle L. Gray
Erica Heine
Carrie A. Hixson
Adam Kamm
Alison Liddle
Anne McAskin
Patrick McAskin
Matthew Moran
Lea Paulsen
Ryan Paulsen
Jyoti Bhatia Peters
Alice Pribe
Mark Pribe
George Varela

Life Members

Susan Aurinko
Sally C. Bay
Laurel G. Bellows
Kellian Newton Hutchinson
Susan Lovejoy
Suzanne M. Neaylon
Janet K. Owen
Ann T. Raphael
Mary B. Rouleau
Lisa A. Smith
Victoria Skinner Survano
Sharon Allyn Taylor

Camille Miller
President of Heartland Alliance’s West Suburban Board

Cindy Gatzolis
Fran Gatzolis
Rosemary Hall
Susan Hamilton
Elaine R. Leavenworth
Cathy Reich
Sheree Schimmer
Deborah Scott
Helene Snyder
Iyne Hamilton Wray

Women’s Board

**President**
Shelley R. Smith

**Benefit Chair**
Cathlynn J.M. Nigh

**Benefit Night Chair**
Melanie Douglas

**Membership Chair**
Beth Dammeyer

**Secretary**
Celi Esquivel

**Treasurer**
Nancy Simonson

Geri Ahlberg
Jackie Berry
Vivian Bogdonoff
Sally B. Dancer
Heather Davis
Shawn-Laree de St. Aubin
Nadine Divito
Cathy Foley
Cora M. Galgano

Thank you to the United Way and its donors for their generous support.

The time I invest in Heartland Alliance nets a return I could never put a monetary figure to. That is the return of what I teach my children, and the social aspect of working with women in my community. When I learn about situations that I have no idea what it is like to be in, it is a very grounding experience. My parents taught me about helping people with great need by example. I hope that I can do the same for my children, my friends and neighbors.

Camille Miller
President of Heartland Alliance’s West Suburban Board
**West Suburban Board**

**President**  
Camille Miller

**Vice President/New Members**  
Cheryl Margason

**Secretary**  
Theresa Owens

**Treasurer**  
Colleen Wilcox

- Kathy Andrews  
- Karen Anlauf  
- Karlyn Armstrong  
- Mary Baron  
- Jennifer Barr  
- Heidi Beeaker  
- Holly Bell  
- Carrie Birkel  
- Noella Brewer  
- Gail Bromberg  
- Donna Cainkar  
- Sandie Calteaux  
- Nancy Chapa  
- Heather Concklin  
- Anne Connelly  
- Mary Dickerson  
- Chris Frailey  
- Elizabeth Gable  
- Laura Gutman  
- Georgia Harrison  
- Camille Johnson  
- Ann Kohout  
- Kathy Kusper  
- Geri Logue  
- Susan McDonnell  
- Dina Morris  
- Cyndi Myers  
- Theresa Owens  
- Joyce Passero  
- Karen Pescara  
- Lori Potkul  
- Muni Reynoldson  
- Susan Schuchman  
- Karla Schwartz  
- Laura Scodro  
- Elizabeth Scozzafava  

- Jennifer Steel  
- Vicki Sturms  
- Maureen Tattersall  
- Linn Vasquez  
- Julie Weaver  

**Sustaining Members**  
Elizabeth Blaine  
Beth Brace  
Roberta Breeden  
Lex Buddig  
Patty Burchett  
Mimi Carlin  
Suzanne Carusillo  
Wendy Davis  
Connie Dolan  
Beth Donatelli  
May Harlow  
Chris Hunt  
Beth Knight  
Linda Kramer

Carol Lyons  
Dede Marsh  
Meg Mason  
Regina Melbourne  
Meg Michaels  
Joyce Novak  
Jan Peard  
Suzanne Petree  
Karen Rahal  
Linda Robinson  
Colleen Salvino  
Leslie Seidel  
Andrea Sidorow  
Sharon Sodikoff  
Christy Sperry  
Cathy Staff  
Laurie Steinborn  
Mary Strong  
Jannine Sullivan  
Petra Treichel

**Guests at the 62nd Annual Women’s Board Celebration Ball danced the night away, helping to raise more than $100,000 for women and families in Chicago.**

West Suburban Board members learned more about the plight of unaccompanied immigrant children during a site visit.

Junior Board members enjoyed serving drinks while raising money at the 2003 Guest Bartending event.
In the last year, more than 950 people invested over 75,150 hours of their time volunteering and interning at Heartland Alliance programs. Their dedication and expertise are invaluable, enabling Heartland Alliance to provide comprehensive services that create lasting, meaningful change.

**Access to Community Care and Effective Services and Supports (ACCESS)**

Lisa Bloom  
Jeffrey Bolander  
Ann Michelle Corbi  
Elizabeth Kennedy  
Esther Lam  
Augustin Ogomere  
Cindy Paidipati  
So-Jung Park  
Hui Ping  
Leah Ramos  
Katherine Schwab  

**Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) Residential**

Tara Blaylock  
Claudia Ortega  
Meg Walsh  

**Communications & Development**

Jennifer Ehmke  
Cheree Jackson  
Gary Mack  

**Holidays & Everyday Campaign**

Erin English  
The Junior Board of Heartland Alliance  
Lindsay Moore  
Cathlynn J.M. High  
Rey Salazar  
Vince Volante  

**Telephone Pioneers of America Central — Skyline Lifemember Clubs**

Mildred Aumiller  
Mary Basalone  
Shirley Brown  
Kayle Buckley  
Nina Chin  
Lois Czech  
Nerine Flannery  
Dorothy Gonzalez  
Marian Lang  
Nelly Lewis  
Marge McManon  
Mary O’Connell  
Kathleen O’Sullivan  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volunteers and Interns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Bolander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Michelle Corbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustin Ogomere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Paidipati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So-Jung Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui Ping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Ramos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Schwab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Waltz V**

Alexia Brats  
Darren Crow  
D. Edward Davis  
Erin English  
Patricia Gill  
Jerome Hughes  
Fran Hutchins  
Karen Kendrick  
Manette Kennedy  
Maria Nevell  
Peter Nielsen  
Elizabeth Schmidt  

**Women’s Board Celebration Ball**

Todd Ballard  
Maggie Crunt  
Jeremy Dunn  
Fran Hutchins  
Barbara Ivery  
Nehemiah Ivery  
Betsy Leonard  
Christina Robinson  
Jackie Robinson  
Charmaine Sawyer  
Casey Lewis Varela  
George Varela  

**Cross Cultural Interpreting Services**

Mulu McKennon  

**El Centro de Educación y Cultura**

Rebecca Allbracht  
Peter Anderson  
Ismael Arizimendi  
Erie Arrowood  
Emilia Arroyo  
Guadalupe Avery  
Lauren Axelrod  
Elizabeth Barrett  
Odilon Bautista  
Nicole Berg  
Jeannie Bianchi  
Robert Billimack  
Tim Bisig  
Sonia Borraz  
Helen Ann Bourke  
Secundino Boyas  
Jacob Briskman  
Simon Butt  
Luis Campos  
Roy Carlton  
Martha Casillas  
Jeff Chakoran  
Roberta Clariond  
James Coles  
Derrick Colon  
Kristin Comes  
Cindy Conselvo  
Solimar Cordero  
Sylvia Corona  
Noe Cortes  
Leonardo Cruz  
Dustin DeFelice  
Sean DeFelice  
Giselle De Maria  
Maria Duarte  
Megan Enhofen  
Marissa Escalante  
Pierina Escalante  
Aida Escobar  
Andrew Eubank  
Katherine Faydash  
Martin Fierro  
Melissa Ford  
Reanne Frank  
Janus Frenchak  
Evaristo Fuentes  
Robert Garmer  
Patricia Giles  
Richard Gleason  
Jason Goldberg  
Juliana Gonzalez-Crussi  
Mary Goodkind  
Kate Graham-McHuse  
Molly Graves  
James Groleau  
Patricia Guilles  
Josh Haid  
Leslie Hall  
Ryan Hayden  
Argelia Hernandez  
Lucia Ibarra  
Jose Inoa  
Daniel Irie  
Dustin Jacob  
Danette Jarzab  
Nancy Ketsche  
Lidia Kiorkis  
Elder Scott Kofford  
Ida Kosari  
Elder Lee  
Carrie Lewis  
Carmen Lopez  
Elder Adam Luostedt  
Bernardo Maanjarrez  
Hector Marino  
Guillerma Mata  
Brian Matras  
Kayla McCormick  
Katie McHugh  
Gordon McIntosh  
Meridyth McIntosh  
Jessica McTigue  
Vinita Mehta  
Blair Menn  
Sheree Mills  
Nix Monte  
Bernardo Mora  
Ivonne Morales  
Jackie Morales  
Liliana Mulder  
Alexis Munoz  
Pedro Navarro  
Sandra Novoa  
Kaleema Nur  
Josefina Ocampo  
Priscilla Ortiz  
Nadim Osman  
Omar Paniagua  
Andrea Pastor  
Aparna Patel  
Anand Patil  
Theresa Paucar  
Antonio Perez  
Jana Pickard-Richardson  
Greg Polerecky  
Rebecca Prince  
Edgar Ramirez  
Lydia Ramirez  
Stephanie Ramos  
Emily Ramsnur  
Manuel Rodas  
Vytte Rodriguez  
Ismael Rosado  
Brian Ross  
Adriana Ruiz  
Sahina Ryan  
Gerard Salas  
Liliana Sanchez  
Ceana Sanders  
Annie Schnarr  
Sophie Schottler  
Emily Shaw
Christine Shea
Laura Singer
Staci Skura
Landi Smith
Edgar Sorto
Penelope Spain
Charles Strain
Dianne Strain
Robert Stranc
Nathan Stuckey
Jamie Sudikatus
Kristen Sufranski
John Sussman
Sarah Tautin
Laura Taylor
Timothy Taylor
Kathleen Thompson
Marlene Toledano
Families Building Community
Michael Adreani
Stephen Collins
Leah Emory
Jennie Gholson
Pete Byers
Nicole Hrycyk
Gene Liebler
Robert Schubert

International FACES
(Families, Adolescents & Child Enhancement Services)
Archana Basu
Gonzalo Dahmen
Celeste Frolick
Ross Gourvitz
Melissa Korsin
Cynthia Lingtaw
Amy Yoder
Whitney Young

International Refugee Center
Amanda Binder
Lori Bird
Leslie Boby
Sharon Carlson
Amy Converse
Kimberly Courtade
Kenton Cudahy
Sunita Derksen-Murli
Ayelet Even-Nur
Liz Faison-Carillo
Myra Flood
John Garvis
Michelline Granjean
Seungwoo Han
Kristel Hellemans
Zrinka Ivkovic
Evelyn Kadia
Garth Katner
Eliza Kent
Aileen Kim
Myrna Knepler
John Kubasiak
Megan Kunz
David Lang
Joseph Lawler
Gary Mack
Claudia Mahe
Nicholas Maurice
Andrea Miceli
Ashley Milco
Robert Mills
Jennifer Miller
Scott Mueller
Elisadat Musa
Teresa Nigeist
Kelley O’Brien
Anne Ochampaugh
Wilfred Ode
Abuhamen Ogun
Katrina Paleski
Michael Pellaner
Franklin Perkins

Kosovar Community Center
Mati Alketa
Nedret Hajrulahu
Kimberly Montes
Nexhmije Qorri
Karla Rachwalski
Njomza Sylejmani
Emilie Utigard

Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture
Claudio Altman
Anne Andersen
Rebecca Armstrong
Nabil Barakat
Kathleen Barber
Mira Barbir
Claude Barbour
Sandra Barrientos
Sharon Berlin
Dianna Bolen
Pamela Bondy
Juliet Bradley
Christopher Burck
Patricia Burke
Amy Carr
Candace Chambers
Hui-Tzu Chen
Jose Comacho
Alethea Cruz
Richard Cutler
Mark Dalton
Isabelle DeFeo
Betty de Vise
Robert De Young
Marta Diaz
Matthew Diemer

volunteers (continued)
I have headed a rather successful company for two decades. From where I started, my chances of attaining this position are less than one in a half million. I then ask myself, how did this happen and why? The only plausible answer is, "to help make my village better" — and I use "village" in a very euphemistic sense. I have been given gifts, and I believe I must turn around and share those gifts with humankind.

Fidelis Umeh
Chairman, Versay Solutions, LLC
Heartland Alliance
Board member
volunteers (continued)

Rachel Feldstein
Leonid Feller
Alex Fernandez
Michael Ferrell
Greg Fike
Noah Finkel
Susan Finnegan
Mark Flessner
Michael Fogarty
Janette Forman
Susan Fortino-Brown
Felicia Franco-Feinberg
Jennifer Friedman
Karen Friedman
Michelle Gale
Todd Gale
Elizabeth Garino
Lee Garner
Teddi Geankapulous
Christina George
John George
Bob Glaves
Ilana Glazier
Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz
Curtis Gonzalez
Jorge Gonzalez de la Vega
Leah Goodman
Jannis Goodnow
Izabelle Gorczynski
Maureen Gorman
Nila Grahl
Janessa Griffin
Sara Gutierrez
Terry Hackett
Katherine Hall
Wafa Hanania
Pamela Hanebutt
Robert Harris
Katherine Harstad
James Hartman
Zainab Hasan
Laurel Haskell
Wendy Hayes
Justin Heather
Lawrence Helms
Scott Henry
Carmela Hernandez
Hector Hernandez
Manuela Hernandez
Jackie Herrera
Cathy Higgins-Mora
Morgan Hirst
Kathleen Hobbins
Jane Hong
Bob Horwitz
Rebecca Houghton
Winston Huff
Amy Hurley
Daniel Hurtado
M. Fayyaz Hussain
Erin Hustings
Renard Jackson
Rick Jancisz
Elizabeth Jensen
Priya Jeneva
Jerry Jeske
Marie Jochum
David Johnson
Richard Johnson
Suzanne Johnson
Monique Jones
Laura Kenneth
Marc Kadish
David Kahng
Thomas Kantas
Richard Kapnick
Kari Karsjens
Katherine Kaufka
Lisa Kellmeyer
Donald Kempster
Ariel Kernis
Jayyoung Kim
Mary Kimura
Colby Kingsbury
Aaron Kirby
Brent Knight
Peter Kocoras
Trevor Koski
Alex Kotlowitz
Thomas Krebs
David Kronenberg
Ken Kubes
Marcy Kurowski
Phuong Lam
Sarah Lank
Kathy Latek
Christine Lee
Mandy Lee
Sarah Lee
John Legutki
Margaret Lemieszczuk
Chun Lin Leonhard
Michael Levinson
Sean Levinson
Monica Levy
Sharon Levy
Yixin Lin
Marketa Lindt
Trevor Lippman
Lucy Lisiecki
Anna Loftus
James Looman
Kristen Lopez
Michael Lotus
Matt Lovett
Linda Loye
Darren Lubetzky
Vanessa Lucas
Teresa Maganzini
Hena Mansori
Julie Marion
Evelyn Marsh
Tzvia Masliansky
Jayme Matchinski
Theresa Matthews
Arthur McColgan
Gregory McConnell
William McCloskey
Sean McCumber
Ethan McKittrick
Michael McMarlow
Jennifer Means
Lanelle Meidan
Garth Meintjes
Lisa Menchhoff
Kari Meyer
Anton Mikel
Issa Mikel
Shawn Miller
Gluca Miranda-McAtee
Jennifer Mitchell
Seema Mohapatra
Bryan Moore
Satish Moorthy
Kendra Morrell
Brian Morris
Ian Morrison
Steve Morrison
James Morsch
Andrew Mosk
Craig Mousin
Rose Mraz
Emily Mucoe
Heena Musabji
Ben Neiburger
Kristi Nelson
Brian Neuffer
Elizabeth Niendorf
Jennifer Noble
Tonto Nzowa
Sean O’Brien
Erin O’Connor
Beth O’Connor
Ron Oren
Robert O’Keeffe
David Okey
Richard O’Malley
Lori Oosterbaan
Jeanne Ortega-Piron
Heather Kuhn O’Toole
Elizabeth Pacheco
Chris Paetsch
Ernesto Palomo
Matthew Patterson
Roland Paz
J. David Pedraza
Enrique Perez
Alejandro Perez-Serrano
Kyle Petersen
Dixie Lee Peterson
Rachel Pontikes
Lori Prokes
Barbara Puta
Satish Ramaswamy
Gayle Rana
Sara Ranken
Randall Rapp
Richard Raskin
Christine Rehman
Sammi Renken
Claudia Renzi
Amalia Rioja
Regina Riple
Kamran Rizvi
Phylis Robinson
Abigail Rogers
John Rogers
Dina Rollman
David Roseth
Wendy Rubas
Javier Rubinstein
Mara Ruff
Richard Russell
Lee Ann Russo
Catherine Ryan
Jennifer Salvatore
Melissa Samuels
Leslie Schafer
Lawrence Shaner
William Schiller
Dan Schlessinger
Susan Schreiber
Robert Schultz
Jason Shaffer
Alene Shafinsky
Xiaoku Shan
Jacqueline Sharuzi
Wendy Shea
Archana Sheshadri
Susan Shulman
Steven Sliatycik
Duane Sigelko
Jeff Silver
Edwin Silverman
Amate House and Americorps*VISTA
Special thanks to Amate House and Americorps*VISTA volunteers who dedicated a year to providing full-time service at Heartland Alliance to people who are poor and vulnerable.

Amate House
Erin Murphy

Americorps*VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America)
Melinda Croes
Margaret House
Jannelle Hutchison
Molly Keefe
Jennifer Mnak
Susan Thomas


### 25–29 Years
- Carol King
- Virginia Koch

### 20–24 Years
- Hussein Affey
- Maggie Chears
- Nelis Gonzalez
- Hector Hernandez
- Carol Jean Kier
- Sid L. Mohn
- Vicki Roebuck
- Joan Schwingen

### 15–19 Years
- Ngoclien Du
- Carolyn Jones
- Bichlan Ly
- Abebe Nigeda
- Esperanza Walczak

### 10–14 Years
- Edith Barnes
- Bettye Beacham
- Kimberlee Clay
- Rose Doyle
- Daphne Glanton
- Mario Gonzalez
- Ann Grueneberg
- Kanzella Hatley
- Mary Howard
- Deborah Johnson
- Trudi Langendorf
- Sarah Lau
- Betsy Leonard
- Kathleen Loftus
- Heidi Nelson
- Jeannette Nolan
- Samio Ramier
- Robert Roberison
- Sabrina Robinson
- Hugo Ruiz
- Teresa Savino
- Delia Seeberg
- John Spear
- Edward Stellon
- John Stokes
- Mary Tornabene
- Susan Trudeau
- Long Truong
- Ida Walker

### 5–9 Years
- Julio Acosta
- Miguel Aguilar
- Francis Amadi
- James Anderson
- Sonny Babin
- Lynda Barnes
- Mary Barton
- Karen Batia
- John Bunns
- Mary Black
- Daphne Blackwell
- Stephanie Bolo-Rodriguez
- Carolina Bono
- Diane Boyer
- Anita Broadie
- George Campbell
- Troy Cargo
- John Carter
- Tsering Chozom
- Dorothy Chwatal
- Stephen Clarke
- Cassandra Crenshaw
- Maria Cruz
- Michael Dempsey
- John Dinauer
- Lawrence Dixon
- Helen Doss
- Stephen Dowds
- Hector Estrada
- Denise Everhart
- Mary Lynn Everson
- Mary Fabri
- Betty Gaskin
- Richard Gavin
- Andrew Geer
- Eunice Geron
- Charles Gibbs
- Rene Granados
- Roosevelt Harper
- Ethel Henderson
- Phyllis Hood
- James Horton
- Peggy Howard
- Torrence Hudson
- Patrice Hunt
- Barbara Ivery
- Daniel Johnson
- Mitchell Johnson
- Ricardo Jonas
- Maicia Katz
- Jeffrey Klesner
- Deborah Kroopkin
- Steven Laxton
- Frank Lumpkins
- Ida Mahone
- Catherine Marble
- Putrus Marcus
- Mary Meg McCarthy
- Alice Moy
- Hilda Muniz
- Jack Neidtch
- Sean O’Gara
- Enisa Ogorinac
- Sergio Patron
- Diane Pena
- Sylvester Pitts
- Scott Portman
- Franklin Price
- Lisa Rademacher
- Cynthia Randall
- Leticia Reyes
- Jacquelyn Richmond
- Esperanza Rodriguez
- Amy Rynell
- Valery Shuman
- Sandra Silvren
- Khamphoui Singvongsa
- Barry Slavis
- William Streepy
- Brian Truncale
- Denise Twardosz
- Eduardo Valentín-Perez
- Milona Van Kanegan
- Arturo Vazquez
- Raul Velez
- Anthony Washington
- Rachel Wham
- Joe Whittlock
- Willie Wilkerson
- Clara Williams
- Ronald Williams
- Lisa Young
- Timothy Zenner

### 0–4 Years
- Julian Abdur-Rahim
- Kineshia Abram-Roark
- Robert Adams
- Tomaya Adams
- Vicki Adams
- Alejandro Aguilar
- Federico Aguilera
- Joanna Al-Hindi
- Aubrey Allen
- Zakee Abdu Alishakur
- Jose Alzati
- Jose Alzati-Arcos
- L.C. Anderson
- Joseph Antolin
- Emily Ardell
- Cathy Arista
- Cindy Arista
- Vicki Arista
- Yolanda Armstead
- Susan Armstrong
- Ramy Asha
- Laura Ashby-Herrick
- Jorge Aspuru
- Kimberly Austin
- Mahal Awak
- Stephen Baby
- Dorothy Bailey
- Dyzene Bakali
- Eric Baker
- Bonnie Ballard
- Lisa Bangs
- Juwan Barnett
- Felicia Bartow
- Freda Bassey
- Deema Bayrakdar
- Tadele Belew
- Betty Bell
- Claudia Bell
- Clifton Bell
- Joseph Bell
- Liduvina Benavides
- Khalid Bilal
- Larissa Bilous
- Amy Binder
- Adam Bingui
- Terese Black
- Gail Blaha
- Jennifer Blais
- Lisa Bloom
- Sara Boatwright
- Celine Boers
- Christopher Bohlander
- Deliverance Bougie
- Joshua Bougie
- Howard Boyd
- Joseph Bradley
- Godfrey Bradshaw
- Claudia Brown
- Stephanie Brown
- Ulysse Brown
- Kristen Broyles
- Sarah Bruce
- Elizabeth Brumfield
- Nikita Buckhoy
- Anne Buckingham
- Jeffrey Bulanda
- Sarah Burke
- Lena Burns
- Johanna Buwalda
- Maritza Cabrera
Barbara Frank
Kevin Franklin
Marcella French
Cynthia Frongczak
Naoko Fukushima
William Garrett
Diane Garth
Latonia Gatlin
Melissa Georgi
Darrell Gibson
Regina Gilson
Thomas Glennon
Asrat Gneskel
Lewis Gogins
Curtis Gonzalez
Chasity Goodrich
Jacqueline Graham-Sylvestral
Joyce Grangent
Marcelles Graves
Aida Grbic
Angela Griffin
Tanisha Guy
Magdalen Guzzo
Laura Haas
Fetsum-Rahwa Haile
Stanley Hall
Carol Hammell
Ronald Handley
Abdul Haq
Sabrina Harkrader
Garrett Harper
Eddie Harris
Kenneth Harris
Sakinniss Harris
Veronica Harris
Renee Harris-Williams
Tom Hartman
Myrtis Haywood
Betty Headlam
Lauren Heidbrink
Deanna Heimsoth
Almadelia Hernandez
Angela Hernandez
Moises Hernandez
Raquel Hernandez
Lawrence Herring
Shannon Hill
Edith Hilton
Claude Hoard
Thomas Holloway
David Hongisto
Jennifer Humbert
Abayomi Ibrahim
Peter Irby
John Ishu
Amanda Jackson
Cherrell Jackson
Tanya Jackson
Kirsten Jacobson
Wazir Jalawala
Madelity Jamison
Lorie Jendryka
Joshua Jimenez
Melissa Johns
Dionne Johnson
George Johnson
Shaunte Johnson
Shelia Johnson
Steven Joiner
Antonio Jones
Mary Ellen Jones
Job Joseph
Paul Joseph
Marianne Joyce
Diane Judge
Richard Kamasinski
Katherine Kaufka
Molly Keefe
Elizabeth Kennedy
Sochenda Keo
James Kerr
Joseph King
Larry Kirkpatrick
Wendy Kittinger
Zekija Kostic
Marcy Krein
Harold Kritz
Alexandra Kubinski
Koku Kwonou
Felicia Kuykendall
Jean Lam
Andrea Lampley
Shannon Lane
Tanya Larson-Topp
Kathleen Latek
Omeiza Lawani
Laura LeBlanc
Mandy Lee
Michael Lee
Lorraine Leete
Rebecca Lepoff
Mo Yan Leung
Flore Lewiel
Laureen Lewis
Sernicia Lewis
Jeanie Lewis
Joan Liautaud
Carma Lightfoot
Asa Lilja
Norma Lopez
Lolita Luckett
Letacia Lyons
Mary Lyons
Gary Mack
Jenny Mack
Larhonda Magras
Javier Mancheno
Ana Marin
Chapearl Marshall
Mark Marshall
Celia Martinez
Francisco Martinez
Gloria Martinez
Paul Martinez
Ralph Mbang
Christopher McCaffrey-Boss
Norine McCarten
Maura McCauley
Dewitt McClain
Joshua McClain
Cassandra McDaniel
Maureen McGovern
Noreen McGowan
Charles McKee
Bobby McMillion
Alicia Meredith
Walter Mickles
Angelique Miller
Spring Miller
Melissa Millett
Sherrizaan Minwalla
Brotus Mitchell
Charles Mitchell
Clarence Mitchell
Dory Mitro
Azad Mohammad
Estella Mohammad
Michaela Monaghan
Kristin Monahan
April Monroe
Josefina Monter
Bryan Moore
Tyrone Moore
Cecilia Morales
Tony Morgan
Lavonne Morris
Linda Moskowitz
Henoc Moukoulou
Kari Szydel Mueller
Malik Muhammad
Timothy Murphy
Heena Musabji
Sha’honda Myers
Pamela Napier
Marie Narcisse
Ann Naumes
Odilia Navarrete
Katherine Nebel
Veima Nelson-Thomas
Everyone has time. We make choices about how we spend our time. Students invest their time in coming to class. Teachers invest time in preparing for class. I see the commitment to teach and to continue learning as an investment in yourself. I want to contribute something to society — I don’t always want to take — so I give my time.

Arturo Sanchez
Long-term volunteer teacher of ESL, who recently accepted a staff position with Heartland Alliance
leadership and advisory councils

Illinois Poverty Summit Steering Committee

Co-chairs
U.S. Representative Judy Biggert (R)
U.S. Senator Richard J. Durbin (D)

Elected Officials
State Representative Patricia Bellock (R)
State Representative Elizabeth Coulson (R)
State Representative Julie Hamos (D)
State Representative Constance Howard (D)
Mayor Rita Mullins, Palatine
State Senator Barack Obama (D)
State Senator Christine Radogno (R)
State Senator Steve Rauschenberger (R)
State Senator Jeff Schoenberger (D)
State Senator Jeff Schoenberger (D)
State Senator Ricca Slone (D)
State Senator Dave Syverson (R)
State Representative Art Tenhouse (R)

Civic and Corporate Leaders
Peggy Arizzi
Catholic Charities of Peoria
John Bouman
National Center on Poverty Law
Grace Hou
Chinese Mutual Aid Association
Paul Kleppner
Northern Illinois University
Anne Ladky
Women Employed
Hay McConnell
Business and Professionals in the Public Interest
Sheila O’Grady
Office of the Mayor, City of Chicago
Steve Porras
LR Development
John Robeson
Illinois People’s Assembly
Al Sharp
Protestants for the Common Good
Jerry Stermer
Voices for Illinois Children
David Whittaker
Chicago Area Project
Paula Wolff
Chicago Metropolis 2020

Income Supports Working Group
Stephanie Altman
John Bouman
Kathy Chan
Diane Doherty
Gina Guilemette
Mary Ruth Herbers

Andrea Ingram
Rose Karasti
Jodie Lawton
Laura Leon
David Marzah
Lise McKean
Michael O’Connor
Jennifer Phillips
Wendy Pollack
Phyllis Russell
Courtney Snyder
Margaret Stapleton
Jerry Stermer
Mary Stonor-Saunders
Jenny Wittmer
Bob Wordlaw

Marjorie Kovler Center for the Treatment of Survivors of Torture
Alison Duncombe
William Gorman
Andrea Gundersen
Sam Hamburg
Antonio Martinez
Mary O’Leary
Stephen Patt
Patricia Robin
Jim Sanders
Margaret Thoma

Midwest Immigrant & Human Rights Center
Co-chairs
Natalie Spears
Carina Tapia-Ruano
Arthur Acevedo
Nancy Armas
David Berten
Jacqueline Bhabha
Victoria Birov
Bartram Brown
Gabrielle Buckley
Martin Castro
Katherine Clark
Joan Coogan
Kathleen Dillon-Narko
Hugo Dubovoy
Terry Feiertag
Mark Flessner
Susan Fortino-Brown
Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz
Maureen Gorman
Daniel Hurtado
Richard Johnson
Donald Kempster
Colby Kingsbury
Sharone Levy
Marketa Lindt
Gregory McConnell
Garth Meintjes
James Morsch
Craig Mousin
Lori Prokes
Randall Rapp
Amalia Rieja
Javier Rubinstein
Lee Ann Russo
Jennifer Salvatore
Lawrence Schaner
William Schiller
Duane Sigelko
John Simon
Michael Small
Maile Solis
Melville Washburn
Helen Wilson

Transitional Jobs Evaluation Advisory Committee
John Bouman
Sunny Fischer
Dave Gruenenerfelder
Kerry Lacko
Jennifer Phillips
Guadalupe Preston
Norris Stevenson
Ralph Turner
Betty Wilhoite
Bob Wordlaw

Uptown International Center Board
Heartland Alliance is proud of our partnership with the Uptown International Center Board in providing health care to our impoverished neighbors.

Chair
Philip R. Utigard
John A. Andersen, Jr.
Elizabeth Blaine
Greg Blaine
Dan L. Boho
Barbara Bridges
Powell Bridges
Thomas Brown
Liz Sode Cesarz
Carrie Chisum
T. Tolbert Chisum
John F. Chlebowski, Jr
John O.A. Davidoff
Natalia Delgado
John A. Done
John P. Hesselmann
Elizabeth M. Higashi
Lee S. Hillman
Mark A. Hoppe
Eileen Kamerick
Michael L. Keiser
Larry W. King
Elaine H. Klemen
Desmond LaPlace
Jeanne LaPlace
Philip A. Marineau
Jennifer Miller
Arthur Moore
Robert B. Moore
Joseph Niciforo
David P. Radelet
Caren (Jeff) L Reed
Mary Reuschè
Robert F. Reuschè
Kenneth H. Rosenbaum
Richard D. Shoop
Gregory D Skirving
Patricia E. Skirving
Thomas Thorne-Thomsen
Anne Lea Tushy

President
Martin Pick
Sheri Cohen
Ernest Cole
Verne Cooper
Joe Desbals
Ibrahim Diakic
Susan Kim
Michael McGinsie
Gelgelo Mesfin
Lynette Siegel
Gregory Simon
Jo Stewart
Heartland Alliance

Chair
Frank J. Quinn
Salomon Smith Barney

Vice Chair
Suellen G. Long
Bridgeview Bank Uptown

Treasurer
Alan R. Braxton
Presidio Partners LLC

Secretary
John P. Hesselmann
Bank of America, NA

Directors
Gladys Abarca-Lopez
Republic Windows & Doors
Liz Sode Cesarz
John P. Chlebowski, Jr.
Lakeshore Operating Partners, LLC
Ruth A. Colby
Solucient
Heartland Health Outreach
Board representative
Diane Dammeyer
Heartland Human Care Services
Board representative
Sujata T. Dayal
Abbott Laboratories
Michelle Dycus
New Image Specialists
Senior Board representative
Ardena L. Flippin
Heartland Health Outreach

Heartland Housing

Chair
Clark W. Bell
Modern Physician Magazine

Vice Chair
Jacqueline M. Darrah
Sterling Bay Companies
Scott L. Goodman

Treasurer
Jini Han
Rush University Medical Center
Karen A. O’Heath
Northwestern Memorial Hospital
Karen E. Otto

Secretary
Witt/Kieffer
Sandy J. Rebitzer
NeuroSource
Laurence E. Spang
Randy L. Thompson
Kimberly A. Vertolli-Kirk

Directors
Balfour Beatty
Wild Kingdom Fitness Enterprises, Inc.
Mary G. Wilson
Gardner, Carton & Douglas LLC

Heartland Human Care Services

Chair
Diane Dammeyer

Vice Chair
Joseph A. Vasquez, Jr.

Treasurer
Sandra R. Hamilton
Allstate Insurance Company

Secretary
Robert C. Anderson
Combined Insurance Company of America

Directors
David C. Arch
Blistex, Inc.
Carol Beckman
J. Walter Thompson

Heartland Housing

Chair
Daniel V. Lesotte
Organizational Strategies, Inc.

Vice Chair
Paul A. Zucker
City Real Estate Incorporated

Treasurer
Robert P. Griffiths
The Private Bank and Trust Company

Secretary
Carl A. Jenkins
Harris Trust and Savings Bank

Directors
Deborah S. Burkart
National Equity Fund, Inc.
Rodrigo del Canto
LaSalle National Bank
Randy L. Thompson

Heartland Outreach

Chair
Daniel V. Lesotte
Organizational Strategies, Inc.
Heartland Housing Board representative
Rosita Lopez Marciano
Northern Illinois University
Robert Mayo
NeuroSource
Camille Miller
West Suburban Board representative
Robert M. Moore
Lipman Hearne, Inc.
Tom Murphy
Six Degrees, Inc.
Monica Nawal
Global Resources Group, Towers Perrin
Glen D. Newman
Exelon Corporation
Cathlyn M. Nigh
TransUnion LLC
Women’s Board representative
Theresa Owens
West Suburban Board representative
Lee T. Polk
Barnes & Thornburg
Roberto Ramirez
Jesus-Guadalupe Foundation
Steve Scholl
Allstate Insurance Company
Lesley D. Slavitt
Bank One Foundation
Shelley E. Smith
Engleberg & Smith
Women’s Board representative
Jeannie M. Sullivan
Guy F. Summers
Farrell Group, LLC
Robert H. Tucker
General Electric Railcar Services Corp.
Fidelis Umeh
Versay Solutions, LLC
Everett S. Ward
D’Ancona & Pflaum LLC
Andrea L. Zopp
Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Secretary
Barbara E. Giloth
Advocate Charitable Foundation
Who we are
Heartland Alliance for Human Needs & Human Rights provides housing, health care, human services and human rights protections to the most poor and vulnerable people in our society and uses its 115 years of experience to advocate for social justice.

Mission
Heartland Alliance advances the human rights and responds to the human needs of endangered populations — particularly the poor, the isolated and the displaced — by providing comprehensive and respectful services and promoting solutions leading to a more just global society.

History
Founded as Travelers Aid and tracing its roots to the Immigrants’ Protective League, Heartland Alliance has been helping poor and vulnerable people since 1888.

Staff
More than 560 staff provide services 365 days a year.

Volunteers
More than 950 volunteers contribute 75,150 hours, the equivalent of more than $4.1 million.

For a copy of the audited financial statement, please write to Cynthia Fronczak, Chief Financial Officer, Heartland Alliance, 208 South LaSalle Street, Suite 1818, Chicago, IL 60604.
Influence a child through tutoring.

Investigate human rights abuses for people seeking asylum.

Invite your friends to support Heartland Alliance by joining an auxiliary board or attending a fundraiser.

Insist that your legislators fight for anti-poverty and human rights policies.

Inspire others and yourself.

*invest in life.*
Thank You
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